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Canada Post / CUPW Strike 2018?

 As of this writing (Oct 3), there is a 
possibility of a postal strike or lockout as early 
as next week. Canada Post and the Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers representing 50,000 
of the Crown agency’s employees are meeting to avert a strike.

 The union issued wide-ranging contract proposals to the Crown corporation 
nearly two weeks ago. The two sides have been bargaining separate contracts 
for the carrier’s urban and rural employees for nine months, with no success.

 CUPW members voted in late August and early September to back a 
strike. An original early Wednesday deadline for job action passed with the 
union saying it would not issue a mandatory 72-hour strike notice if there was 
progress at the bargaining table.

 The union has warned its members to be prepared for job action, which 
could initially include rotating walkouts. The main sticking points in the talks 
have been wages and working conditions.

John S. Siverts Award

 The John S. Siverts Award is given annually to 
the best BNAPS Study Group newsletter published 
during the previous year. This year’s award, 
announced at BNAPEX 2018 held in Quebec City 
from September 21 to 23, is our own Corgi Times 
newsletter.

 This is the seventh time that the Corgi Times has 
won this award since its inception in 1989. Our first 
editor, John Arn, won it in 1994, 1995 and 2000. Your 
current editor, Robin Harris, first won this award 
way back in 2002, again in 2006 and 2007, and now 
this one. Illustrated to the right is the award that 
was presented (with misspelling of name!).

$2.50 Definitives

 The From Far and Wide definitive 
stamps were released January 15, 2018.

 Some nine months later, the previous 
$2.50 Baby Wildlife coils are still being 
sold at various Canada Post outlets, “while 
supplies last.”

 With postal rates expected to rise in just 3 months (Jan 2019), there may be 
minimal sales and usage of the $2.50 coil stamps during its lifespan.
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Who are We?

We are the Elizabethan II Study Group under 
the auspices of the British North America 
Philatelic Society (BNAPS) — The Society for 
Canadian Philately.

Our journal, the Corgi Times is published 6 
times a year.

BNAPS

Website: www.bnaps.org

Membership information:

 Andy Ellwood, Secretary
 10 Doris Avenue
 Gloucester, ON K1T 3W8
 Canada
 E-mail:
  andy_ellwood@rogers.com

Elizabethan II Study Group

Founder: John D. Arn, OTB

Chairman:

 Robert J. Elias
 10 Thornhill Bay
 Winnipeg, MB R3T 3W5
 Canada

Treasurer:

 Derek Fleming
 854 Silver Birch Trail
 Mississauga, ON L5J 4C1
 Canada
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of Corgi Times via a PDF download.
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  If by cheque, please make cheques pay-
able to “The Elizabethan II Study Group” 
and send to Derek Fleming, Treasurer at 
the address noted above.

Articles with no by-line are written or com-
piled by the Editor. All articles are ©2018 by 
the author and/or the Elizabethan Study Group.

Corgi Times

Editor:
 Robin Harris
 PO Box 2243
 Beausejour, MB R0E 0C0
 Canada
 E-mail: corgi@adminware.ca
 Phone: (204) 268-9395

Back Issues:

 Sample or single issues C$3.50, US$3.50 each.

  (Six issues per volume) Vol I through V C$17/vol, 
US$17.00/vol; Vol VI C$21, US$21; Vol VII 
C$18.50, US$18.50; Vol VIII to XIII C$20/vol, 
US$20/vol

Corgi Times is produced with Adobe InDesign CS6® for Windows. Manuscripts should be submitted to the 
Editor at the address above. Electronic format is preferred but not required. Scanned illustrations (300dpi, 
colour, actual size, JPEG or TIFF, black background) should be sent as separate files from text files. Lower 
quality images will not be printed and will likely result in the article not being printed.

Canada Post News

 Here is what Canada Post is up to these days...

w 2018/3 Quarterly Pack

 The third quarterly pack of 2018 appeared 
in mid September. It is advertised as having the 
stamps issued from July through September.

 The quarterly pack is priced at $39.20.

 There are five stamp issues included:

 • Sharks
 • Weather Wonders
 • Birds of Canada
 •  Emergency Responders
 • Canada Post Community Foundation

w Birds of Canada

 The third, and last, group of the Birds of Canada stamps were released 
August 20; makes for a nice looking set of stamps:
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Study Group Business

v New members

• JoAnne Bagnall (ON)

Planning Calendar

This is a listing of major exhibitions and bourses with a large content of both Canadian 
Exhibits and Canadian dealers.

The goal is to list events far in advance to encourage either exhibiting or attendance 
and preferably both.

2018
 CANPEX 2018: London, ON, October 13–14 (www.canpex.ca)

Plan ahead for ORAPEX 2019 – Ottawa, ON
 “Elizabethan Era Philately” is the theme of ORAPEX 2019! ESG members are encouraged to prepare exhibits for this national-level 
show recognized by the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada. Let’s promote our area of interest and research! The show will be held on 
Saturday and Sunday, May 4–5, 2019, at the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa. The announcement and link to the ORAPEX 
website can be found at https://www.ottawaphilatelicsociety.org/shows/orapex-2019/

 Your Editor (Robin) will be attending ORAPEX 2019 and giving at least one presentation (hopefully two); stay tuned for more details 
as they become available!

Any more 2018 Stamps Forthcoming?
by: Robin Harris

 Here we are in the first week of October and, according to what has been heard to date from 
Canada Post, there are only two stamp issues remaining: the new $4 Bighorn Sheep definitive next 
week and the annual Christmas stamps (date not yet announced).

 Will there be a stamp issued for the 100th anniversary of the Armistice? I certainly hope we will 
see an announcement on such a stamp shortly. This is one of the world’s most important historical 
events. A stamp was issued in 1968 for the 50th anniversary (illustrated at right).

 What about an annual “blockbuster” stamp issue? Over the past few years we have had Star 
Trek and NHL stamps; nothing has (yet) been announced for this year. With that said, the Canadian 
Mint’s October coin release announcement includes six $25 face-value (selling price of $149.95) coins 
(pictured below) and reads as follows:

Just in time for the start of a new NHL season, the Mint is offering hockey fans a great new memorabilia collection with a six-coin fine 
silver coin series celebrating famous Canadian captains of the Original SixTM teams. Framed on a vertically oriented rectangular coin 
and rendered in vivid colour photography are the following homegrown hockey stars: Yvan Cournoyer (Montreal Canadiens); Denis 
Savard (Chicago Blackhawks); Steve Yzerman (Detroit Red Wings); Ray Bourque (Boston Bruins); Mark Messier (New York Rangers) 
and Doug Gilmour (Toronto Maple Leafs).

 Will Canada Post be having a ‘joint’ stamp release to go along with the coins? I certainly hope not. 
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Canada Post 2018 Stamp Program
Issue dates are subject to change by Canada Post. Shaded entries are changed/new from the last time we presented this list.

Issued Description Scott#

Jan 15 Year of the Dog
 • Permanent™ (85¢) pane of 25
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet pane of 10
 • $2.50, self-adhesive booklet pane of 6
 • $2.50 souvenir sheet
 • $2.50 (Dog) and $2.50 (Rooster) “transitional” souvenir sheet
 • $30.00 uncut press sheet of 12 souvenir sheets
 • $2.50 postal cards (one of each design)

3052
3054
3055
3053
3053a

Jan 15 From Far and Wide (9 designs) [new definitive series]
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10 (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 30 (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive coil of 100 (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive roll of 5,000 (5 designs)
 • $1.00, self-adhesive roll of 50
 • $1.20, self-adhesive roll of 50
 • $1.80, self-adhesive roll of 50
 • $2.50, self-adhesive roll of 50
 • $1.20, self-adhesive booklet of 6
 • $1.80, self-adhesive booklet of 6
 • $2.50, self-adhesive booklet of 6
 • $10.75 gummed souvenir sheet of 9
 • $2.50 postal cards (one of each design)

3071–75

3062–66
3057–61
3070
3067
3068
3069
3076
3077
3078
3056

Jan 24 Canadian Women in Winter Sports (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $4.25 gummed sheet of 5

3080–84
3079

Feb 1 Black History Month
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10 — Lincoln Alexander
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10 — Kay Livingstone

3086
3085

Mar 1 Lotuses (2 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive roll of 50
 • $1.70 gummed souvenir sheet of 2
 • $2.50 postal cards (one of each design)

3090–91
3088–89
3087

Apr 5 Great Canadian Illustrators (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $4.25 gummed souvenir sheet of 5

3093–97
3092

Apr 20 Queen Elizabeth II: 65th anniversary of Her Majesty’s coronation
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $102.00 uncut press sheet of 12 booklets

3098

May 1 Bees (2 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10 3099–3100

May 18 Memorial Cup
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10 3101

Jun 29 150th anniversary of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (2 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $1.70 gummed sheet of 5

3103–04
3102

Jul 13 Sharks in Canadian Waters (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $4.25 gummed sheet of 5
 • $21.25 uncut press sheet of 12 booklets

3106–10
3105

Jul 26 Weather Wonders (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $4.25 gummed sheet of 5

3112–16
3111

Aug 20 Birds of Canada (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $4.25 gummed sheet of 5
 • $4.25 overprinted gummed sheet of 5

Sep 14 Emergency Responders (5 designs)
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10
 • $4.25 gummed sheet of 5

Sep 24 Canada Post Community Foundation
 • Permanent™ (85¢), self-adhesive booklet of 10

Oct 10 $4 Bighorn Sheep
 • $16.00 gummed sheet of 4
 • $144.00 uncut press sheet of 9 souvenir sheets of 4
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ESG Financial Statements

Financial Statements for the Period July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018
(with comparatives to June 30, 2017)

2017 2017
OPERATING FUND

Income: Membership Dues 930.00  1,060.00 
  Interest Income 81 87  159.40 

Total Income 1,011.87  1,219.40 

Expense: Toner, Paper, & Envelopes 153 16  1,291.96 
  Postage Cost 91.01  126 27 
  Bank & PayPal Charges 39.88  43 63 

Total Expenses 284 05  1,461.86 
Operating Income/(Loss) 727.82 -242.46 

RESEARCH RESERVE FUND
Balance June 30, 2017 12,519.93  11,426.57 
 Additions (Donations) 441 20  490.23 
 Book Promotion Subsidies (426.63) -15.60 
 Publishing & Distributing Postal Rate Book 119.90  618 73 
Balance June 30, 2018 12,654.40  12,519.93 

BALANCE SHEET
Assets
 Cash in Bank - Operating Fund 14,843.82  12,391.76 
 Cash in Bank - Certificates of Deposit 5,539.97  5,458.10 
 Cash in Bank - PayPal Account 1,081.54  1,362.38 
 Advance to Editor 54.79  207.95 
Total Assets 21,520.12  19,420.19 

Liabilities
 Memberships paid in Advance 490.00  460 00 
 Postage Account 115.59  24 58 
 Due to Treasurer (see note 1) 1,343.98  227 35 

1,949.57  711.93 
Study Group Equity
 Balance June 30, 2017 18,708.26  17,857.36 
 Current Period Operating Income/(Loss) 727 82 -242.46 
 Change in Research Reserve Fund 134 47  1,093.36 
Balance June 30, 2018 19,570.55  18,708.26 

Total Liabilities and Study Group Equity 21,520.12  19,420.19 

  Note 1 -  To facilitate quick processing of BNAPS promotional book orders, the Treasurer paid Sparks Auctions 
directly, using his personal credit card, and is later reimbursed.
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Elizabethan II Exhibits at BNAPEX 2018 - Québec City, QC

 The Elizabethan II era was well-represented among the exhibits at 
BNAPEX 2018. The following exhibits dealt entirely with Elizabethan 
II material (alphabetically by exhibitor surname):

“The Cameo Design on Postal Stationery of Canada” (7 frames) by 
Earle Covert [Gold Medal]

“The Canadian 6¢ Wilding Definitive” (1 frame) by Robert Elias [Gold 
Medal; John D. Arn White Queen Award]

“The 1988–2002 Masterpieces of Canadian Art Stamps” (7 frames) by 
John Hall [Vermeil Medal]

“1977–79 ‘Peace Tower’ Domestic Rates Stamps” (1 frame) by John 
McIntyre [Silver Medal]

“Canada: 1985 – 50¢ Parliament Booklet Low Value Usages” by Ingo 
Nessel [Silver Medal]

BNAPEX 2018 - Québec City, QC
Elizabethan II Study Group “Annual Show-
and-Tell”
Saturday, September 22, 15:00–16:00
Carmen Room, Hotel Plaza Québec

Jeffrey Arndt (Fairfax, VA)
Dave Bartlet (Calgary, AB)
Leopold Beaudet (Ottawa, ON)
George Dresser (College Station, TX)
André Dumont (Chambly, QC)
Bob Elias (Winnipeg, MB)
Bernie Finkelstein (Prince Edward County, ON)
Luc Frève (Québec, QC)
John Hall (Dartmouth, NS)
Robert Haslewood (Montréal, QC)
Richard Judge (Racine, WI)
Robert Lemire (Deep River, ON)
Rob McGuinness (West Vancouver, BC)
Gilles Morel (Ottawa, ON)
Ingo Nessel (Brampton, ON)
Andy Palochik
Paul Sneyd
Adri Veenstra (Arnhem, Netherlands)
Bill Wilson (Calgary, AB)

Elizabethan II Study Group at BNAPEX 2018 — Québec City, QC
Reports by Bob Elias, Chairman of the ESG

Robin Harris receives 2018 John Siverts Award!

 At the BNAPEX awards banquet on September 23, it was announced that the recipient of the 2018 John Siverts Award 
for the best study group newsletter in 2017 is Robin Harris, the editor of Corgi Times. Congratulations Robin – we greatly 
appreciate your outstanding production of our newsletter! Robin also received this award for 2003, 2006, and 2007.
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Elizabethan II Study Group Annual “Show-and-Tell” at BNAPEX 2018 — Québec City, QC

 The Elizabethan II Study Group held its Annual “Show-and-Tell” on September 22, during BNAPEX 2018 in Québec 
City. Eighteen participants were welcomed by Bob Elias.

 Bob noted that the Elizabethan II era was well-represented among this year’s exhibits, with five entries dealing 
entirely with Elizabethan II topics and several others including some material from this era. Let’s continue to promote our 
interests and research through exhibiting! Regarding study group matters, Bob pointed out that we are financially sound. 
Robin Harris continues his outstanding production of Corgi Times, but the urgent need for articles is ongoing. Please 
support our newsletter by sending submissions to Robin. Bob thanked the authors who have contributed to recent issues. 
Members were reminded that we offer BNAPS publications on Elizabethan II topics at reduced cost. For a complete list 
of offerings and the ordering procedure, see pages 58–59 in the January–February 2018 issue of Corgi Times 

 John Hall started off our “Show-and-Tell” with manifest sheets for bulk mailings in 1997. They were covered with 
full panes of stamps including the $5 Architecture definitive, cancelled in Nova Scotia. John also passed around a new 
book by Hugh Rathburn on “Nova Scotia Pictorial Postmarks”.

 Rob McGuinness showed us a registered Bank of Nova Scotia cover with the uncommon “Moncton N.B. R.B.” barrel 
cancellation.

 Leopold Beaudet began with the 1975 $1 Olympic Sculptures stamp featuring “The Sprinter”, sold on ebay as 
misperforated. The issue was printed by Ashton-Potter, which normally used a T-comb perforator, but has H-comb 
perforations as produced by Canadian Bank Note Company. Next, Leopold demonstrated that the “red thread” variety 
of the 1982 35¢ RCMP Constable stamp is a transient variety, rather than a constant plate variety. Leopold also showed 
examples of three corner fold-overs on the 17¢ Parliament stamp, revealing information usually trimmed off the panes.

 André Dumont discussed #2253 and #2253B, which are the incorrect and corrected versions of the booklet stamp 
featuring Pachena Point Lighthouse in BC. André pointed out a tag shift. He also encouraged us to take a look at the 
philabec.com website (Philabec: La Philatélie au Québec). Issues of “La revue Philabec” can be downloaded — what a 
lovely periodical!

 Jeffrey Arndt made a nice find in a $2 box at the bourse! It’s a commercial cover with a 6¢ Wilding paying the double-
weight local letter rate and a 20¢ Pulp and Paper paying the registration fee.

 Bernie Finkelstein, who recently joined the ESG, passed around an example of the 3¢ Wilding that’s imperforate 
vertically.

 Dave Bartlet showed us two recently flown commemorative covers celebrating significant events in Canadian airmail 
history. The first was flown on June 24, 2018, marking the 100th anniversary of the first airmail flight in Canada by Brian 
Peck from Montreal to Toronto. The second was flown on July 9, 2018, the 100th anniversary of the first airmail delivery 
from Calgary to Edmonton by Katherine Stinson.

 George Dresser pointed out a recent article in Linn’s Stamp News Monthly about the upcoming $4 Mountain Sheep, 
which is an engraved stamp. George is interested in the low-and medium-value animals definitives, and would welcome 
trades 

 Adri Veenstra, as always, had good luck at the bourse! He obtained a package containing audio tape, which was sent 
to England for 60¢ and franked with high-value Centennial definitives.

 Luc Frève showed us examples of miscut stamps, including one from the Jasper National Park booklet.

 And finally, as the hour came to an end, Bob Elias passed around the wrapper of a registered package sent at the 
domestic forward letter rate during the Wilding period. The contents were evidently fragile, as the wrapper was marked 
“REGISTERED AGAINST LOSS ONLY / RECOMMANDE CONTRE LA PERTE SEULEMENT”.

 Next year, our Annual “Show-and-Tell” will be held during BNAPEX 2019, August 30 to September 1 at the Delta 
Marriott Hotel in Ottawa, Ontario. Be sure to bring a treasure to show us or a puzzle to ask about!
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The Franklin Expedition

 The Franklin Expedition stamp issue of 2015 (Aug 6) included a framed 
print of 16 stamps with a special overprinted cancellation on the lower left 
block of 4 (illustrated below is the advertisement from the Canada Post 
August 2015 | No. 7 Details magazine).

 The framed print was sold at a premium price of $59.95, which is the only 
source of this overprinted cancellation ... or so we thought!

 A collector has passed along an e-mail (with image) of a mint pane of 16 
sealed in the special wrapping1, which was purchased at face value (i.e. no 
premium). This is obviously a packaging mistake on the part of the printer.

1  See January–February 2018 Corgi Times, pages 60–62 for a listing and illustrations of these Sealed Commemorative panes, intro-
duced by Canada Post in 2014.

2869527

THE FRANKLIN EXPEDITION

$5995

Limited edition 
framed pane
342067

285.75 mm x 292.10 mm 
(11.25 in. x 11.5 in.)

PHILATELIC CUSTOMER SERVICE
PO BOX 90022
CANADA POST PLACE
2701 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
OTTAWA ON  K1V 1J8
1-800-565-4362

1-800-565-4362

From Canada or the U.S.
canadapost.ca/franklin

From other countries

902-863-6550

Only 600 available

The limited edition framed pane of 16 stamps features a unique two-tone metallic 
ink cancel – only available with this collectible.

Exclusive cancel

8¢ Figure Skating Constant Variety

 Jonathan at Weeda Stamps (Victoria, BC / www.
weeda.com) passed along the following:

 I have found what appears to be a constant variety 
on Scott #559, the 1972 Figure Skating issue. On every 
upper left block and sheet that I have examined for the 
past month there is a small dot to the left of the leg on the 
small white figure, from position 12. 

Editor: I found 8 used copies in our ‘hoard’ of 314 copies, and an 
example on an upper left, field stock block of 4. Although the dot 
is small, it can be seen with the naked eye.

Framed print advertisement from August 2015 | No. 7 Details

Detail of overprint cancellation from a mint pane found in 
a sealed package, bought at face value.

Franklin Expedition (Scott 2854–2855)
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Hidden micro printing text noting type of weather wonder

2018 Weather Wonders: Hidden Text
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1985 Parliament Booklet Usages (Part 4)
by: Ingo Nessel, FRPSL

 This series of articles answers the question, “How did Canada Post customers use those 50¢ booklet stamps (see 
figure 9), especially the low values?” With the 16¢ worth of stamps that remained after the 34¢ 1st class letter rate stamp 
was removed, mailers used ingenuity to get every penny of their money’s worth.

 After having covered the aspects of domestic lettermail usage, international mail and special services we now come 
to the subject of under- and over-payment before we conclude.

 Post office clerks were sometimes challenged to add up the many 2¢ and 5¢ stamps covering a letter to add up to 34¢. 
Mailers got away with small underpayments as in figure 1 which is 32¢, underpaid by 2¢ and not caught. 

Figure 1

 On other occasions, the short payment was more egregious but still not caught as in the following examples.
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Figure 2 – 7¢ made up of a se-tenant pair of the 2¢ and 5¢ stamps. Underpaid by 27¢ and not caught.

Figure 3 – 2¢ franking underpaid by 32¢ and incredibly, roller cancelled but not caught by Canada Post.

 While a quantity of underpaid covers escaped post office notice, others were caught by vigilant postal clerks for even 
the slightest underpayment.
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Figure 4 – 33¢ franking with 
combined Parliament booklet and 
one maple leaf booklet issue. Caught 
at Montreal and charged double 
deficiency of the 1¢ underpayment.
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 The opposite of underpayment also occurred with mailers overpaying either for convenience or by sloppy arithmetic.

Figure 5 – 35¢ postage, overpaying 34¢ rate by 1¢ for convenience, as the 3 x 5¢ and 10 x 2¢ booklet stamp combination cannot 
be made to equal 34c. As a side note, this was my first cover with these stamps, emanating from the mail of my then employer.

Figure 6 – 36¢ rate mailed in the 34¢ period so overpaid by 2¢. Apparently the sender either did not know the correct rate or could not count 
properly to make up 34¢.

 To conclude this article, 2 mixed franking covers are shown. After the 34c era ended in 1987, 36¢ (1987), 37¢ (1988) 
and finally 38¢ (1989) Parliament booklets were issued with similar designs, but in new colours and varying mixture of 
denominations to add up to 50¢ for those vending machines. Canada Post customers saved the left-over low value stamps 
from several booklets and used them in mixtures to make up later period rates.
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Figure 7 –  40c franking on a 1991 letter. Made up of 2 x 5¢ and 3 x 2¢ values from the 1985- and 4 x 6¢ from the 1988 Parliament booklets of the 37¢ era.

Figure 8 – 39¢ franking on an undated letter, with mixed franking of a single 1985 5¢ stamp and 3 x 6¢ & 8 x 2¢ stamps form the 1989 
Parliament booklet of the 38¢ era.
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Figure 9 – The 4 booklet panes of this issue are illustrated here.

 In conclusion, this bit of Elizabethan II postal history has been a joy to collect because of the sheer beauty of the 
engraved stamps as well as the challenge of finding these covers. Despite their low catalogue value, or maybe because 
of it, they are extremely difficult to find. The one-frame exhibit that this series of articles is based on has had a mixed 
reception by philatelic jurors. Initially I was thrilled to receive a vermeil medal and even the coveted John D. Arn White 
Queen award at an Edmonton Spring Show. But at subsequent showings the medal level hovered between silver and large 
silver. No matter, I fully understand that a more comprehensive treatment showing all the booklets’ postal history, more 
exotic covers, and perhaps showing some of the known printing flaws and tagging errors could result in a better medal 
level. But it has been an honour to raise the profile of this subject both at exhibitions and in these pages. It has resulted in 
dealers and friends looking out for the material and plying me with more.

 Finally, a note on behalf of our dear editor. Many of your readers are now exhibiting various aspects of Elizabethan II 
stamps and postal history. I saw fabulous exhibits of our favourite reign at ORAPEX, the Postal History Society of Canada 
Symposium, Royal*2018*Royale, BNAPEX and others. Why not write up your exhibit as a series of articles to share your 
knowledge with the broader audience of Corgi Times?

Ingo G. Nessel, October 2018
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Stamp and Coin Set Overprints
by: Andrew Chung, FRPSC

 Listed here are the overprinted stamps that were included in the joint Canada Post–Royal Canadian Mint stamp and 
coin sets. All stamps are ‘mint’ and placed in mounts, housed in the respective set.

 In the tables below, the “Unitrade Cat. No.” is a reference to the Canada Post Thematice Collections listing in The 
Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps (pages 634–636 in the 2018 edition / pages 647–649 in the 2019 edition).

Stamp and Coin Set Overprints
Wildlife Definitives (1997 to 2010)

Unitrade
Cat  No Stamp Issue Description of Overprint Quantity

1 83 $1 Loon
(horizontal pair)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 10,000

2 84 $2 Polar Bear
(horizontal pair)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 10,000

3 95 $1 Loon
(horizontal pair)

custom cancel in black exclusive to this 
product dated 2000.01.01

20,000

4 96 $2 Polar Bear
(horizontal pair)

custom cancel in black exclusive to this 
product dated 2000.01.01

20,000

5 130 $1 Loon
(vertical pair)

custom cancel in black exclusive to this 
product dated 2004.04.05

25,111

6 131 $2 Polar Bear
(vertical pair)

custom cancel in black exclusive to this 
product dated 2004.05.05

25,222

7 141 $1 White-tailed Deer
(vertical pair)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 25,555

8 142 $1 Atlantic Walrus
(vertical pair)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 25,555

9 145 $2 Peregrine Falcon
(vertical pair)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 25,555

10 146 $2 Sable Island Horse
(vertical pair)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 25,555

11 121 $5 Moose
(vertical pair)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 25,555

12 128 $8 Grizzly Bear
(vertical pair)

custom cancel in black exclusive to this 
product dated 2004.02.16

25,888

13 165 $10 Blue Whale
(pane of 2)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 10,000

Commemoratives (1999 to 2013)
Unitrade 
Cat  No 

Stamp Issue Description of Overprint Quantity

14 90 46-cent Nunavut
(horizontal pair)

custom cancel in black exclusive to this 
product dated 1999.04.01

12,500

15–16 120 48-cent Golden Jubilee and 48-cent Coronation 
of Queen Elizabeth II (horizontal pairs)

“Day of Issue” cancel in black 15,000

17 133 49-cent and 0,90€ St. Croix Island (joint issue 
with France, horizontal pairs)

“Day of Issue” cancels in black 10,400

18 147 51-cent Canadian Forces Snowbirds (souvenir 
sheet)

custom cancel in black exclusive to this 
product dated 2006.03.27

25,555

19 175 4 x ‘P’ Titanic (1912–2012)
(pane of 16)

“Day of Issue” and Titanic’s shipboard 
cancel in gold

10,000

20–21 196 ‘P’ Empress of Ireland (1914–2014)
(pane of 16)

Two different cancels 6,000
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1. $1 Loon • Day of Issue of cancel (1998.10.27)

3. $1 Loon • custom cancel exclusive to this product (2000.01.01)

5. $1 Loon • custom cancel exclusive to 
this product (2004.04.05)

2. $2 Polar Bear • Day of Issue of cancel (1998.10.27)

4. $2 Polar Bear • custom cancel exclusive to this product (2000.01.01)

6. $2 Polar Bear • custom 
cancel exclusive to this product 
(2004.05.05)
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7. $1 White-tailed Deer • Day of Issue of 
cancel (2005.10.28)

8. $1 Atlantic Walrus • Day of Issue of 
cancel (2005.10.28)

9. $2 Peregrine Falcon • Day of Issue of 
cancel (2006.01.09)

10. $2 Sable Island Horse • Day of 
Issue of cancel (2006.03.08)

11. $5 Moose • Day of Issue of cancel (2003.12.19) 12. $8 Grizzle Bear • custom cancel exclusive to 
this product (2004.02.16)
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13. $10 Blue Whale • Day of Issue of cancel (2010.10.04)

15. 48¢ Golden Jubilee • Day of Issue of cancel (2002.01.02)

14. 46¢ Nunavut • custom cancel exclusive to this product (1999.04.01)

16. 48¢ Coronation • Day of Issue of cancel (2003.06.02)
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17. 49¢ St. Croix Island • Day of Issue of cancel (2004.06.26) 17. 49¢ St. Croix Island (French stamp) • Day of Issue of cancel 
(26.06.2004)

18. 51¢ Canadian Forces Snowbirds • custom cancel exclusive to this product (2006.03.27)

19. ‘P’ Titanic • Day of Issue of cancel (2012.04.05) and Titantic shipboard cancel (AP 10 / 12) [image cropped]


